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Questions are an integral part of learning. They help 

me realize areas of study that require clarification. 

Here are more questions from BJJY members. Be 

aware that sometimes the questions and/or answers 

are edited to depersonalize them. 
 

None of the question responses, opinions, or edito-

rial content provide any legal or medical advice in 

any form or manner  regardless of how qualified or 

experienced the author may be. Always consult a 

qualified attorney in your state if you need any type 

of  legal advice or your physician for medical advice. 
 

Also, the opinions expressed in any editorials are 

solely those of the author and do not necessarily 

represent or reflect the views of the BJJY or its 

members individually or as a group. 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS 
 

The Zoom workshops will be on  Saturday, 

 &  this month, from 8-9:30AM. 
 

If you’d like to participate please click  here.   

If you need help with a technique or two or have 

some topics you’d like us to discuss,  please let 

me know. 

55th Year! 

Q:Some martial arts are surrounded with certain 

beliefs, maybe it can be described as a "mythical 

culture". Is this a part of the "charm" and con-

text of "the martial arts experience" or is it dam-

aging to the image of martial arts in general and 

what we're really doing (for example, learning 

practical modern self defense)?  

 What do you think about the question,  

063022 

A: No problem understanding the question. Myths 

can be a way of teaching a positive moral lesson or 

creating moral mayhem. Many myths have some 

morsel of truth to them while others are purely fic-

tional. Properly used myths can add a positive 

charm [as you call it] to a martial art or anything that 

has a historical “trail”, and this can [probably does 

occur] in every culture. 

            Yes, maybe I’m “tippy-toeing” here to be 

“politically correct” or maybe this is the reality of my-

thology.  

            Mythology can be rampant when there is 

general ignorance of accepted practices by the gen-

eral public: 

            I have seen dojo where the bow-in procedure 

at the beginning of a class is so prolonged [e.g. 

while you are in a formal sitting position bow down to 

the sensei, then to the east [the orient], to the picture 

of the deceased o-sensei founder of the art, then to 

the memorial to him, then to the US flag and the flag 

of o-sensei, the miniature waterfall in the corner 

[which represents peace or the flow of ki], and then 

back to the sensei of the dojo. Once that’s all done 

it’s time to bow out of class, repeating the process. 

The alleged “purpose” of this is to show “respect” to 

the art, sensei, etc., etc., etc. I’ve also seen sensei 

who require their students to name off all the titles of 

the sensei before they can get permission to ask a 

question - - - again as a means of instilling “respect”. 

And these abusive myths are perpetuated in the 

name of “respect”.  

            It shakes people up when I say that knowing 

a martial art will not make you “invincible” - - a myth, 

but will usually improve your odds of fending off an 

street assault. It is also a myth that achieving a black 

belt means that you know everything, you can de-

fend yourself, and you’re qualified to teach your art. 

As my sensei often said, once you reach black belt 

[shodan] you’re ready to start learning the art. That 

too is somewhat of a myth although it may have 

some merit.  

            Decades ago I was doing a seminar in the 

https://budoshin.com/contact/#got


You Have a Black Belt, But 

 . . . Are You Literate? 
by George Kirby 

 

 Did you know that 

the Iroquois [5 Nations] 

indigenous population was 

much, much more literate 

in their language than the 

English literacy rate of the 

Pilgrims that landed at 

Plymouth Rock in 1620. [I 

think it was about 80% vs. 

25%.] However, that didn’t 

keep the Iroquois from 

helping the new residents 

learn how to survive in a 

new land. 

 If you’re a black belt, do you know how to sur-

vive in your “new land”? If you think you can get by 

based solely on your physical capabilities and how 

many techniques you can do, you’re not going to sur-

vive and prosper in any martial art. You may “get 

through 1-2 winters” but ultimately you’ll die because 

you don’t have the tools necessary for survival.  

 I was very fortunate that I got a good educa-

tion, had the privilege of making some videos and 

writing some books that allow me to pass on what I 

have learned to “future generations.” I’ve passed a 

lot of this information on informally as I’ve taught my 

regular jujitsu classes. Yes, even my 6th kyu stu-

dents are familiar with the concept of child-parent 

joints, three ranges of interaction, and tai sabaki be-

cause it’s part of the natural language my black belts 

and I use when we teach. 

 The issue is whether you, as a student or 

sensei, have been provided with the language skills/

vocabulary/terminology and kinesthetic understand-

ing of what makes your martial art work. And if you 

don’t have this as part of your training background 

you will always have to start at zero.  

 I expect my brown and black belts to be 

knowledgeable because their and their students’ 

success depend on them being able to understand 

and explain why jujitsu works as it does, in all of its 

manifestation.  

 Unfortunately I don’t have absolute control 

over this. I’ve been on testing panels where a candi-

date for shodan or yodan can’t explain what ki or 

mushin is or even demonstrate the use of either. I’ve 

seen some black belt candidates who don’t know 

what a child or parent joint is or how they’re best 

used. To me this is basic knowledge and it should be 

to any brown or black belt in jujitsu. If you’re a jujitsu 

student or black belt you can either start worrying 

about what you do or don’t know, or you can do 

something positive about it. 

 The intent of the videos and books I’ve pro-

duced is to help you, [whether you be a student or  

black belt,] have a sound technical base to work from 

so that you don’t end up being an illiterate black belt. 

 One question for you, particularly if you’re a 

sensei, is do you have some [or hopefully all] of my 

books or technical books from other top sensei in 

jujitsu? Do you have access to viewing the many free 

videos I have on YouTube or Hightail “Spaces” which 

includes very worthwhile information and knowledge 

from sensei of other Budoshin and non-Budoshin 

ryu?  

 If not, you really need to make the invest-

ment, not only to increase your own “literacy” but the 

literacy of your students as well. If they [and you] 

have a better understanding of the “method to the 

madness” of how & why jujitsu techniques work as 

they do, the “method” will replace the “madness”. 

There is a lot of excellent information out there to 

give you a solid instructional foundation, whether you 

be a student or a sensei. And I’m not the only source 

of information. There are other authors out there 

dealing with traditional jujitsu and/or commonalities  

between the arts. As commonly said in one TV show 

some time back, “The truth is out there!” 

 However, I have an ulterior motive in this edi-

torial. I’m hopeful that “ground zero” for some of my 

black belts will be the knowledge that I or other 

“literate” sensei/authors have already provided. You 

don’t need to “reinvent the wheel” so to speak. How-

ever, it’s great to see you enhance and improve the 

quality of the wheel. 

 A couple of my black belts that I know of have 

done that in their own dojo. They have made modifi-

cations and sometimes improvements to the instruc-

tional format I originally developed. What I’m looking 

for is for some black belts to present newer 

“revelations” related to the art of jujitsu. There are 

many more elements of the art that need to be de-



SOPHIE’S TAKE 
by sOPHIE 

 

Hi! I’m Niles’ supreme 

commander unless he 

gets really miffed at 

me. I’m really a big lov-

ing puppy. 

 Here I am with one of my many bones 
[a.k.a. noisy pacifiers when I chew on them]. 
You can take it, toss it, I’ll run & get it, and 
bring it back to my bed. If you toss a bone for 
Niles he’ll just sit there and expect you to go 
get it for him. Either he’s gotten lazy or figured 
this “retrieval” thing out. 
 What do you think? 

self – to the death if necessary. The death knot rep-

resents that commitment.” Fortunately it made sense 

to the student who asked and the other student at 

the seminar. I have heard that “myth” 2-3 times since 

from various other people. I don’t know if that’s the 

reason for the name, but if the knot is tied correctly it 

shouldn’t come undone – and maybe that’s the 

“commitment.”  . . . and maybe I started a myth with 

some philosophical truth to it. ??? 

            However, back in the mid’70s, I was an avid 

backpacker and actually an advanced backpacking 

instructor for the Boy Scouts. One of the things we 

had to be able to do was rappel down steep inclines. 

At the time prior to Velcro, each rappeller had their 

own “diaper”, [long flat perlon material strip that was 

tied with the “death knot” tied into itself with another 

“death knot”. It had ot fit securely around your waist 

& butt [for lack of a better term]. Your life depended 

on that one knot not coming undone in any situation. 

This knot would ABSOLUTELY NOT come undone. 

The only way to undo the knot and take the diaper 

apart was to cut through the knot. So, maybe calling 

the knot we use in jujitsu the “death” knot had some 

merit. It sure did in terms of mountain rappelling 

safety/survival. :) 

            Hope I’m making some sense here. 

            I actually have a whole chapter on the issue 

of martial arts mystique and mythology in the martial 

arts in my next book – if I get a publisher. But I can’t 

release that material here . 

 

A: Answer #2: I think I missed the intent of your 

southeast US and a student asked why my belt was 

tied in “the death knot.” Although I had never heard 

that term before I knew that as a 3rd or 4ht degree 

black belt, that I had to come up with a logical and 

acceptable answer. So my response was, “As a 

martial artist it is your responsibility to defend your-

fined and presented to the martial arts community to 

increase our literacy. 

 How do you do this? Start writing articles for 

martial arts magazine, make some simple videos, 

attract a following on Facebook, Zoom, YouTube, or 

other media where you can present ideas visually. 

Get yourself known in a credible way. All of this 

takes time [years], but eventually there will be a 

payout for you if you are recognized not as just be-

ing “literate” in your martial art, but in the martial 

arts community as a whole — and ultimately being 

seen as a source of knowledge and understanding. 

It doesn’t mean you’re “all knowing”, [no one is], but 

that what you have to say has value. And hopefully 

someday other yudansha will have your knowledge 

available as their “ground zero”. They can then 

grow and expand understanding in the art even 

more.  

 There is a lot of knowledge out there — 

known and unknown. As sensei we may not know 

everything and we may not have the answers to 

every question. However, if we’re legitimate sensei 

we have an obligation to ourselves and our students 

to be as knowledgeable as possible so we can be a 

source of knowledge to our students. We all need to 

be a prime example of what we want our students 

to be. 

 Facetiously it has been said that jujitsu 

sensei can explain a technique to death and be-

yond with the smallest intricacies of knowledge until 

one wonders what they are talking about. A good 

sensei can do this “blindfolded” and with both hands 

behind his back as long as his mouth isn’t duct-

taped shut. This IS a compliment to the sensei and 

the art if the sensei is literate.  

 The question for you as a student and/or 

sensei of the art is, are you just a black belt  - - - or 

are you literate. That obi around your waist should 

have some importance beyond holding you gi top 

closed. 

 By the way, is your obi tied using the “death 

knot”? 



  

ONLY  

CAN GET MY BOOKS 

BACK IN PRINT 

If you’d like to see my out-of-print books available 

again, either digitally [online] or in print, please con-

tact Patrick Sternkopf at pstern-

kopf@blackbeltmarketing.com . 

. 

 My out-of-print books are: 

 

 

Jujitsu: Intermediate Techniques of the 

Gentle Art Vol 2 #441 
Amazon $7-68  Ebay $8-111 

 

 

 

Jutte: Power of Ten-Hands Weapon 

#452 
Amazon $3000+  Ebay $141-183 

 

 

 

 

Jujitsu Nerve Techniques #473 
Amazon $28-165  Ebay $40-85 

 

 

 
 

Jujitsu Figure-4 Locks #506 
Amazon $16-465  Ebay $100-361 

[available on Kindle] 

 

 
Please email Patrick and let him know you’d like to see 

my books back in print or digital format. Give 2-3 rea-

sons for bringing them back into print and be sure to ask 

him when they’ll be available online or back in print.  

You’re the only one who can do this! 

Thank you 
 

Note: Used or new copies are sometimes available at 

www.amazon.com or www.ebay.com   

Above Amazon book prices are as of 7/2020      

question. So please let me try again. 

            I think mythology has damaged the martial 

arts as it allows myths to have equal or greater val-

ue that truth/facts. However, as in any area, igno-

rance allows myths to prevail. Or sometimes myths 

were the result of the inability to express an event, 

practice, or activity in a more scientific/objective/

factual manner – also ignorance of how to explain 

something factually.  

            I have always believed that you have to be 

honest an truthful with students  -- to maintain your 

own credibility. Unfortunately the perseverance of 

myths can endanger the safety of students. For ex-

ample, in some ryu of jujitsu students are not put in 

self-defense situations until they are black belts 

[under the argument that they don’t have a sufficient 

skill level to deal with random or weapon attacks]. 

That is countered with the myth that street assail-

ants will only attack black belts who are proficient in 

their martial arts self-defense skills. Can you see the 

falseness of both myths. “Killing a person with a sin-

gle touch of your finger.” [It all depends on what you 

do with your finger.] “Once you take my [2-4 hour] 

self-defense class you can protect yourself from all 

attackers.” [How long do I have to hold my breath?] 

“Pepper spray will protect you from attackers.” [Only 

if it’s already in your hand in a sprayable direction 

and the safety is off.] 

 

Q: I have black belts in three different martial 

arts ryu. Although I could jokingly say that by 

adding them together I could be considered a 

6th dan, is there any validity to this line of think-

ing? 070222 

A: Surprisingly there are some organizations that 

will do this, issuing homologous promotions if you 

pay there certification fee. However, neither the AJA 

or the BJJY will do that, not even through the BJJY’s 

cross-certification process. 

 I know you were joking. However, if you 

were actively teaching Budoshin Jujitsu since your 

4th dan promotion in the 1990s’, you probably 

would’ve been looking at at least 3-4 promotions 

during those 27 years, especially if normal time-in-

grade criteria were used. I DO try to keep tabs on 

my active black belts. 

 So, a major question is, have you been ac-

tively teaching these 27 years as a yodan? I’m not 

trying to undermine any of your other sensei and I 

really can’t do anything about it unless you want to 

mailto:psternkopf@blackbeltmarketing.com
mailto:psternkopf@blackbeltmarketing.com
http://www.amazon.com
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1-Year US or international BJJY membership . . . $45 

2-Year US or international BJJY membership . . . $85* 

5-year US or International BJJY membership . . . ONLY $150* 
 

 

1 year BJJY membership + 8-dvd or mp4 Home Study Course: 

. . . ONLY $119.95* +s&h for dvds [no s&h for mp4 files] 

5 year US BJJY membership + 8-dvd or mp4 Home Study Course 

. . . ONLY $234.95* +s&h for dvds [no s&h for mp4 files] 
 

Click on: https://budoshin.com/membership/sign-up/ 

to get your membership. 
 

*2 and 5 year BJJY memberships or either Package Deal will also 

qualify you to receive over 100 streaming videos for FREE!  
 

All membership certificates are sent to you as pdf files for you to download and print. 

If you want “hard copies” of certificates mailed to you please contact me for shipping charges.  

test in Budoshin Jujitsu through the normal rank-

progression process or the cross-certification pro-

cess, but it’s a legitimate question from my perspec-

tive. 

 I’m in no rush for an answer. But give it some 

thought  

 

Q: How long have you been a 10th dan? 070222 

A: Since 2000 — 22 years ago. 

 

Q: Have you thought of studying another martial 

art? 070222 

A: I’m not opposed to studying other martial arts or 

learning from them. However, I’ve learned two things 

over the past 55 years. First, the longer you study 

one art, the more you realize there is more to learn 

about the art. Second, the more you learn about 

your martial art the more you learn about commonal-

ities between your art and other arts.  

 

Q: I may consider testing in Budoshin the future. 

At 59 years old I am always up for a challenge. I 

just can't take the hard falls anymore... the inju-

ries have a way of reminding me how reckless I 

was in my youth! 070222 

A: Ah - - youth. . ..  When I met with my shoulder re-

placement surgeon in early, 2021, he initially said no 

more jujitsu. After I was done with physical therapy & 

had 100% flexibility back he changed his limitations 

to not taking any throws that might put me onto my 

right shoulder and no techniques that would torque 

my right shoulder.  

 At 78 there are many things I don’t let get 

done to me full bore any more that I would have al-

lowed at your age. All I’m trying to say is that as we 

age we have to set limitations for ourselves if we’re 

going to continue to stay on the mat. There is an old 

saying that “experience and sneakiness will win over 

youth and exuberance.” I believe in that and my stu-

dents still learn that from me, as they would from any 

“experienced” teacher. BTW, I don’t like to use the 

phrase “old”. I think “experienced” a more positive 

term for those of us that have been “around the 

block” a few times.  

 I know you’ll continue to do what you can. 

That’s one of the advantages of traditional martial 

arts. 

 

Q: When I teach, I incorporate a little of both arts 

I’ve learned because they both have their 

strengths. Is that ok? 070222 

A: I think every instructor who has studied more than 

one ryu does that, either accidentally or by intent. 

Hal Brosious’s Ketsugo Jujitsu made Seki’s jujitsu 

https://budoshin.com/membership/sign-up/


look “artsy”, even thought it was far from it. Howev-

er, both ryu integrated very well with each other.  

Q: What would make you the happiest as a 

sensei of so many years? 070422 

A: That’s a hard and yet easy question to answer. 

Here are my answers. Ideally I’d like to see all of my 

students become black belts as they all have that 

potential. I’d also like to see all my black belts be-

come sensei and open up more Budoshin Jujitsu 

dojo and be sure that there’s someone who can take 

over my dojo when my “time to retire” comes. In es-

sence I’d like to see the art grow. 

 

Q: Here are some myths I’ve heard: ”“Killing a 

person with a single touch of your finger.” [It all 

depends on what you do with your finger.] 

“Once you take my [2-4 hour] self-defense class 

you can protect yourself from all attackers.” You 

may also add "no touch knock-outs" and "sound 

knock-outs" and the "dim mak deathpunch" etc!  

 This is exactly what I mean with myth-

culture or mythical culture. That it is not just 

effektive self defense, its also so effective its 

”kind of magical”. My own research shows tradi-

tional martial arts have more of theese mystical 

mythculture than more modern martial arts (I 

think it fits the context better).  

 Anyway, would be interesting to hear you 

talk about this in a workshop - from the perspec-

tive if these "myths" is damaging the image of 

traditional martial arts in general making it look 

like some kind of fantasy-play instead of martial 

arts! Will young/new students select other styles 

because traditional martial arts gets to mixed up 

with this sub-cultural mythical stuff?  070422 

A: You can go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=PerT7Mj91NE and view Zoom episode 29 for our 

discussion on mythology on 010822. I’ve also at-

tached a list here. 

 If I get a publisher for my next book, which is 

very tentatively entitled Jujitsu Okuden [Inner Teach-

ings]  there’s an early chapter called “Myths vs. Mys-

teries” in which I differentiate the two. Martial arts 

myths generally come from the history of the ori-

ent/”east” and may be based on some historical 

event, even if remotely, and may have some ele-

ment of truth or value to them. [Not to be confused 

with Nordic mythology or Native Indigenous Popula-

tion – a.k.a. “Native American” mythology.] Most 

mysteries are “western” and have no factual basis to 

draw from. There may also be some “cheating” [or 

creative allocation of resources] used to accomplish 

a task.  

For example, for the “immovable sensei” 

myth, [who may be wearing a hakama – to hide his 

feet] you have to look at his stance. You also have 

to look where the person pushing him from behind is 

placing his hands on the sensei’s body, what his 

body position/stance is and the same for all the oth-

er people pushing from behind. The stances and the 

hand positions all direct the energy/strength down-

ward to the ground. 

Even you or I can cause a person to move 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PerT7Mj91NE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PerT7Mj91NE
https:/budoshin.com/store/books/


 

 

by TJ Gentry 

 

 

 As a teacher in 

both Japanese and Chi-

nese arts for over three 

decades, I have learned 

through trial and error—

often by “failing for-

ward”—that there are a 

handful of important con-

siderations that every 

martial arts instructor 

must always remember. 

These are what I would 

call the “Sensei Essentials” for any who would teach 

with excellence. As I reflect on them and write of 

them at this point in my instructional journey, I real-

ize that I have not always followed my own counsel 

in these areas. Sometimes, and I am sure all of us 

have done it, I taught for expediency or simply to get 

through a portion of curriculum so that I could move 

on to other things. Sometimes I taught without ade-

quate preparation, both mental and physical, and my 

students received what amounts to a poorly pre-

pared or “half cooked” meal of instruction. Nonethe-

less, in the spirit of not quitting today because it was 

not perfect yesterday, I continue to take to the mat 

and teach and learn and, hopefully, grow. Thus, 

what I offer is not necessarily a comprehensive list 

and there are certain variations on each of the 

themes represented borne of style, experience, and 

context, but all these essentials that I offer in this, 

and future articles are just that—essentials.  

 Here is the first of them, the first (and I be-

lieve primary) Sensei Essential: leadership matters. 

Say those words in your mind, then repeat them 

aloud: leadership matters. Now, say them again, 

slowly: l-e-a-d-e-r-s-h-i-p m-a-t-t-e-r-s. Do you be-

lieve those words? Do they strike a resonant chord 

in your heart and mind? Do you believe that in all 

martial arts instruction, in your martial arts instruc-

tion, that leadership matters? Sometimes we sensei 

are the last to recognize the centrality of our leader-

ship. We forget that everything, everything, we say 

and do is under scrutiny and constantly evaluated by 

those we are privileged to teach. No, those who ob-

serve us may not consciously criticize or emulate our 

words and deeds at every turn but make no mistake 

about it. When it comes to martial arts instruction, we 

are what our students will become, and leadership is 

inseparable from what we do. So, I will say it again: 

leadership matters. What, you ask, is leadership? 

 Well, simply put, leadership is influence. We 

may not always have our influence in the forefront of 

our minds, but there is never a time, and I mean nev-

er, when our students do not feel and learn from our 

influence. We may not even consider ourselves good 

leaders, but we always lead when we teach. We are 

martial arts influencers, and to influence through 

martial arts is to influence others. Again, leadership 

matters. Given the undeniable place of influence we 

hold, I ask all of us to consider four questions de-

signed to help us asses our leadership and whether 

we use our influence in the best way possible.  

Am I the kind of teacher I want my students to 

become? 

Am I consciously cultivating my skills and apti-

tudes to the best of my abilities, not only for 

myself but for my students? 

Am I aware of those among my students who are 

particularly susceptible to my influence, and 

do I capitalize on that relationship for the 

good of those students, the art I teach, and 

the martial arts community as a whole? 

Am I following good leaders in my own continued 

personal development? If not, why? 

 I hope you will take these leadership ques-

tions to heart and, even if you find you are falling 

short in one or more areas, commit to continue 

learning, changing, growing, and influencing. Sensei, 

leadership matters. 

 

Bio: T. J. Gentry began training in martial arts in 1984 as 

a student of Shaolin Freestyle Kung Fu. Since then, he 

has trained in other styles of Kung Fu, three styles of Ju 

Jitsu, Kenpo, Judo, Krav Maga, Kali, Qigong, Tai Chi, 

Kobudo, Karate, Army Combatives, Silat, and Tae Kwon 

Do. He holds Shodan or higher ranking in several of those 

arts, and currently teaches Ju Jitsu and Kung Fu at Sa-

cred Warrior Martial Arts Academy, a ministry of the 

church he pastors in West Frankfort, IL. T. J. is married to 

Amy, and they have five children. He may be reached at 

thomas.j.gentry@gmail.com. 



backwards with an unexpected movement towards 

them. For some martial artists this is called 

“extending one’s ki”. The reality is that that back-

wards movement is a natural physical reaction to an 

observed potential attack – and has nothing to do 

with extending ki unless you want to imagine it so.  

Even I [and some of my students] have put 

an uke out accidentally but almost instantly with 

what looks like a standing side neck choke but is 

really a side neck nerve strike with the inside of my 

right forearm. See http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=uftdM3pQ3bI for more info. This nerve attack 

must be done very quickly to put the person out – 

and they won’t feel a thing. Fortunately they regain 

consciousness fairly fast. If I couldn’t explain it, it 

would be considered a “mystery”. Because it’s ex-

plainable and doable the myth of it being called a 

“knockout strike” it’s a myth.  

Or maybe the difference is just a play or 

words which can make it a myth and a mystery. :) 

As I said before and as you have said, the 

young, the uneducated, and the ignorant, regardless 

of culture or time in history, are more susceptible to 

myths and mysteries because of their ignorance and 

it gives them something to believe in and gives them 

a sense of “potential power” that their sensei or polit-

ical/religious leader has or claims to have. There is 

validity to the saying that “knowledge is power and 

with power comes responsibility.” That can probably 

be applied to any field or person.  

Maybe another way of defining a myth vs 

mystery is that a myth contains some skill that is 

teachable and applicable to anyone. A mystery is 

something even its possessor cannot explain or 

teach or be applicable to anyone else – thus it is a 

“mystery” or it’s validity is unprovable. 

Have I cleared things up a bit. Or have I add-

ed more to the mystery of mythology? 

 

Ed note: Somehow this Q&A response segways 

beautifully into TJ Gentry’s editorial “Sensei Essen-

tials: Leadership Matters.” This coincidence was 

completely unplanned and unexpected. So maybe 

this coincidence is a “mystery” or you need to read 

James Burke’s book, Connections. 

 

Q: I have in the martial arts is a red belt in 

taekwondo which is like the brown belt in jujitsu. 

How will that affect me learning jujitsu? 070722 

A: That should give you a firm base to work from in 

Jujitsu. Depending on the ryu of taekwondo you’ve 

studied, your main goal to success in jujitsu may be 

to relax your body. 

 

Q: Regarding budoshin jujitsu, I have practiced 

the green belt curriculum but had to stop due to 

injuries I had because of my practice of bjj. Now 

I feel pretty good and have stopped bjj. I will 

start training again in budoshin, and me and my 

partner plan on sending the green belt test by 

the end of this month or in August. 070722 

A: Looking forward to your video. 

 Jack Seki, my Japanese sensei, said many 

times to students, “If you feel a hold is set properly 

tap out or say maitte.” Some students heeded his 

advice and others had “learning experiences” – 

some injurious. Seki would just shake his head when 

that happened. 

 

Q: I am training in aikido and karate but will have 

a day or two for budoshin. I know there is a lot in 

my plate but I just love martial arts and don’t 

want to waste time. I believe this martial arts 

complement each other. With the videos and 

your books I think the study will be greatly en-

hanced. 070722 

A: You will find that a lot of what you learned in other 

martial arts, even BJJ, can be integrated into tradi-

tional jujitsu. When that happens just go with the 

flow, but go slowly to evaluate if what you’re doing is 

really applicable on the street.  

 

Q: I believe jujitsu is the most comprehensive 

martial art for self defense and the most devas-

tating. 070722 

A: I may be biased, but I agree with you. :) What you 

have to realize though is that all any martial art will 

do is increase your chances for success in defend-

ing yourself in a street situation. No martial art can 

guarantee to make you impervious. 

 

Q: I hope this email finds you well. I would like to 

know if there is anyway that you can send me 

the files and videos again since my last comput-

er broke down and am unable to retrieve them. 

070722 

A: I found your purchase order from August, 

2020. All video files will be sent to to as mp4 

files. I will get to this later today. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uftdM3pQ3bI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uftdM3pQ3bI


 I sympathize with you as that’s happened 

to me twice over the past 30 years. After the 

first “loss” I 1] got an external hard drive to back 

up computer files and 2] subscribed to 

“Carbonite”, an external backup service 

[relatively inexpensive and easy to use – retriev-

ing files as well]. You might give those some 

thought. 

 

Q: I have a problem and i need an assistance 

from you if possible. I need a list or a link that 

has approximately all joint locks that Japanese 

martial arts uses (jujitsu judo aikido) , names 

and pics below for each name. I have some con-

fusing terminology in joint locks and i need to 

organize this part for a once and professionally 

if you can help please. Our sensei didn't focus a 

lot on the Japanese terminology, then we were 

meeting a lot of fake senseis as i guess  & they 

confused us a lot.  

 Seeking for the best answer from the 

best  reference.  070822 

A: Good question - - - and I wish I had such a 

list..General sources that might help you: 

1. Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joint_lock . 

There are 5 subcategories of locks you can link 

to – many with pix. Some locks have 2-3 names. 

2. There are some books available on ama-

zon.com . Also, There are locks in most of my 

books and specifically Jujitsu: Figure-4 Locks 

3. If you have a copy of the Budoshin Jujitsu 

Densho, go to page 35-38 and look under the 

submissions listing. There are many locks listed 

there along with pins, chokes, and other 

“finishing” techniques  - - - although there are no 

pix. 

4. If you use the Student and Black Belt cross-

references to my videos & books that should as-

sist you as well. Or you could go to https://

budoshin.com/training-testing/belt-rank-

requirements/kyu-grade-requirements/ and 

https://budoshin.com/training-testing/belt-rank-

requirements/dan-grade-requirement/ . 

5. I will also contact 1-2 of my black belts who have 

dug into my instructional materials & sometimes 

reorganized them [which is understandable] to 

see if any of them have such a list. 

One thing to be aware of with the Japanese 

terminology in Budoshin Jujitsu was that Jack Seki, 

my sensei used a lot of “generic” terminology. So 

there might be several ude guruma – [shoulder lock-

ing techniques] [also spelled gurami, garama, ga-

tame – depending upon the transliteration pro-

nounciation], or many shimi waza [pain or choking 

techniques], or te waza, etc. Also, be aware that 

joint locks – or locking a joint -- have a variety of us-

es: to set up/execute a throw, as a submission, to 

cause a joint dislocation injury or fracture, use pain 

to maintain a hold or “comealong”. 

Hope I’m not confusing things here. 

I will get back to you. But if you come up with 

a list I’d love to see it. 

 

Q: I’m currently a brown belt in the Shubukan 

Ryu Federation and owner of my own dojo. I’m 

3 EASY WAYS to PAY!  
 
PayPal: The most common way to pay for mem-

berships & merchandise.  

Zelle: If you bank at JP Morgan Chase, Bank of 

America, Wells Fargo, First Bank, Capitol One, U.S. 

Bank, and almost 7,000 other financial institutions, 

[check https://www.zellepay.com/get-started ], you 

can use Zelle to send money directly to my check-

ing account. Email me for total prices including 

shipping for the items you want before paying with 

Zelle.  

Skrill: Good for those of you who don’t use PayPal, 

especially international purchasers. Go to 

www.skrill.com for more info. You will have to pay a 

percentage fee to send money directly to my check-

ing account. Email me for total prices including 

shipping for the items you want before paying with 

Skrill.  

 Please avoid sending checks [numerous 

restrictions & time constraints], or money via West-

ern Union [time & inconvenience] unless there are 

no other options open to you. Any checks from for-

eign countries must be payable from a US bank 

and will have a minimum 10-15 working day pro-

cessing delay due to banks’ check clearing proce-

dures. The three choices above in red will give you 

the best opportunities for the quickest turnaround 

between your payment and shipping your order to 

you. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joint_lock
https://budoshin.com/training-testing/belt-rank-requirements/kyu-grade-requirements/
https://budoshin.com/training-testing/belt-rank-requirements/kyu-grade-requirements/
https://budoshin.com/training-testing/belt-rank-requirements/kyu-grade-requirements/
https://budoshin.com/training-testing/belt-rank-requirements/dan-grade-requirement/
https://budoshin.com/training-testing/belt-rank-requirements/dan-grade-requirement/
https://www.zellepay.com/get-started
http://www.skrill.com


 

1. Please make sure your uke is familiar with the 

techniques you’re going to do. 

2. Please make sure your video camera, cell-

phone, tablet, or laptop camera is at about waist 

height. 

3. Please make sure the camera can cover the en-

tire mat area in which the techniques will be ex-

ecuted. 

4. Please make sure your cellphone or other de-

vice is in a horizontal position BEFORE you 

start recording. Otherwise your video will be ver-

tical and a lot of what you did won’t be visible. 

5. Please do a short test video so you are sure 

your cellphone or other device e is a] recording 

correctly—including sound, b] is in the correct 

position and c] can play back properly on a com-

puter screen. 

6. Please position yourself and your uke so that 

most of the technique execution is visible [can 

be seen by the device camera].  On occasion 

you may also repeat the technique execution 

from a different angle to make sure the entire 

sequence is visible. 

7. Send a copy of your video to me using Hightail 

[see details below]. 

8. Keep the original of your video for yourself.. 

 

 

You can send large files, such as your belt rank 

test/evaluation videos, or even videos of a tech-

nique you’re having problem with, [up to 5gb/file] to 

me via my Hightail “dropbox” at https://

spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Budoshin [new link] for 

FREE as part of your BJJY membership benefits.  

Just click on the link above & follow the direc-

tions. Also, you do NOT have to register or sign up 

with Hightail to send me these video files.  

looking for help to get my Black Belt in JiuJit-

su... I was wondering if you could help me 

reach my goal? 070822 

A: Yes, I can help you secure your black belt in 

Budoshin Jujitsu. Your background in Shubukan 

Ryu may help you dependent upon how broad 

your training beyond just karate.  

            I recommend that you look over my web-

site, https://budoshin.com which I believe you’ve 

already visited. For a really general overview of 

what you’d need to do please go to https://

budoshin.com/about-bjj/common-questions/ for 

common questions and answers. If you have any 

specific questions please get back to me. My goal 

is to answer your questions to your satisfaction 

with the goal of helping you secure your shodan in 

Budoshin Jujitsu and hopefully move up to higher 

dan grades.  

            Generally you can progress as fast as you 

wish through the training program. There is no 

fixed “time-in-grade” requirements below black 

belt. Also, all testing below sankyu is done by 

straight video, following directions in the Student 

Handbook [part of your membership package]. 

Starting with sankyu & all black belt grades, all 

testing is done via Zoom, again following the crite-

ria in the Student and Black Belt Handbooks. You 

will probably also need a set of the Budoshin Jujit-

su Black Belt Home Study Course video series 

[dvd or mp4 format] to learn the necessary kata 

and waza. All of this information is available 

through my website via PayPal or Skrill. [Both will 

allow you to use your credit card if you have one.] 

Again, if you have any  questions about the pro-

cess or the instructional materials please ask.  

            I have added you to my secure email list to 

receive “Budoshin-Online”, my free monthly news-

letter. If you do not want to receive it please let me 

know. 

 

Q: Thank you for sending the zoom video of 

the July 9 Zoom meeting. Great meeting! Excel-

lent participants generating valuable insights!  

     One item that has worked very well through 

many years is so simple: 

     When any teacher exudes genuine en-

thusiasm for subject matter, relevant top-

ics, students, learning endeavors, or partic-

ular situations, the demonstrated excite-

ment becomes extremely contagious, and 

https://spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Budoshin
https://spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Budoshin
https://budoshin.com
https://budoshin.com/about-bjj/common-questions/
https://budoshin.com/about-bjj/common-questions/


any dojo classroom's atmosphere is positive-

ly charged. Anytime the WOW factor is miss-

ing, a sensei quickly finding a way to zag, 

when the class expects zig, injects another 

burst of energy.  

     You naturally mastered this many moons ago, 

and you continue to model it during our zoom 

meetings! 071122 

A: I learned to “zig-zag” from Daniel Boone, my first 

dept chairperson. Really! He was related to the origi-

nal frontiersman. His motto was always to “do the 

unexpected” [zig-zag] and his jr high students loved 

him.  

 By the way, I’m still learning how to zig-zag. 

Thank you for the sincere compliment though. 

 

Q: Thank you for the link [ https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=PerT7Mj91NE and 

view Zoom episode 29]! Yes, the seminar did 

touch on some of what I was thinking on. Maybe 

it can be boiled down to ”if martial arts myths is 

any good (for PR) in modern society” or if it isnt 

just doing ”harm” on the image of what we do.   

Giving it a aura of "fake" or whatever. 071122 

A: I think myths do more harm than good because 

they pass on false information that raise false expec-

tations and the hope of unrealistic outcomes.  

 It’s easier to be honest with people and they 

appreciate it more in the long run.  

 

Q: Looking back through the syllabus, i'm not 

sure i saw "te shimi waza" anywhere in the vide-

os. Where shoukd I look for this? 071322 

A: Oops! No one is perfect. :) 

            The te shimi waza [knuckle press takedown] 

is not in any of the videos [my mistake]. However, it 

is on pp. 88-89 of Jujitsu: Basic Techniques of the 

Gentle Art – Expanded Edition. I attached the 2-

page spread for you in case you don’t have the 

book. On page 18 of the Student Handbook 

[attached] the line reads,  

 
JB = Jujitsu: Basic Techniques of the Gentle 

Art, Expanded Edition [listed at the bottom of the 

page with other references] 

88 = the page number 

N/A = not available on the video series. ☹ 

 

It can also be found on pp. 82-83 in the origi-

Te Shimi 
Waza Knuckle-Press Takedown JB-88………N/A 

nal version of the book Jujitsu: Basic Techniques of 

the Gentle Art. 

            At some point purchasing my books is im-

portant as they’ll give you some technique details 

and theory not available on the videos. The technical 

helps page on my website https://budoshin.com/

training-testing/technical-helps/ can also provide 

“enlightenment.” It’s sort of a “collective” approach 

that will help you learn and develop a better under-

standing of the art. 

            Please get back to me if you have any diffi-

culty with the technique. There are a number of oth-

er technique variations you can go into using this 

basic grip. It can also be used for a lapel grab, or 

hair grab from behind [use caution so you don’t 

break their wrist during the release] JB:84-5 or JB

[expanded]:94-5. 

 

Q: What is the most convenient way to test via 

distance. Record myself and upload on my 

youtube channel etc etc... ?  071322 

A: If you’re testing up through 4th kyu you can record 
a video following the test sequence and send it to 
me via Hightail [a drop box service I use] at no 
charge to you. The Hightail link [up to 5gb/file] is 
https://spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Budoshin 
 Testing for sankyu [3rd kyu] & higher through 

dan grades is by Zoom [live] video testing following 

the criteria in the Student and Black Belt Hand-

books. That needs to be prescheduled and there are 

prerequisites prior to actual mat testing dependent 

upon what rank you are going for. 

 Based on the dan grades you already hold 

you may want to consider cross-certification, which 

is a somewhat different process & run by Marc Tuck-

er, one of my top black belts. If this interests you I 

can send you the materials to set this up or you can 

access them online at https://budoshin.com/training-

testing/cross-certification/ . 

 

Q: I am preparing to take my shodan exam and 

need to find empty-hand techniques. Can you 

help me—or at least explain the term for me? 

072822 

A: Based on your question I was thinking of writing 

an editorial explaining the “empty-hand concept 

more thoroughly. But then I thought of looking 

through past issues of Kokoro as there might be an 

already existing explanation that I could refer you to 

– or excerpt and send to you. So I ventured into a 

search/find” of the past issues. Although there were 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PerT7Mj91NE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PerT7Mj91NE
https://budoshin.com/training-testing/technical-helps/
https://budoshin.com/training-testing/technical-helps/
https://spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Budoshin
https://budoshin.com/training-testing/cross-certification/
https://budoshin.com/training-testing/cross-certification/


100s of references to “empty-hand” and “empty-

hand techniques”  by me and in editorials by other 

top jujitsuka [even of other ryu] in past issues of Ko-

koro, I eventually found a short article about “empty-

hand” in an upcoming book. That led me to the fol-

lowing, which is probably the best and most com-

plete explanation of empty-hand. 

 If you have a copy of my book, Jujitsu; To-

ward One Technique, go to pp. 106-124 for a com-

plete explanation of the empty-hand concept as well 

as empty-handed techniques and the same tech-

niques using “defensive tools” to help you get the 

concept across.   

 So, rather than “reinventing the wheel” again, 

I encourage you to get a copy of the book, even if 

it’s just for these 19 pages. 

 

Q: I want to teach Budoshin jujutsu curriculum. 

Would the cross cert bypass that??? If so I don't 

want to do so .. I want to be a white belt and go 

though what every BJJY shodan has gone 

through. 071322 

A: I agree with your rationale for the path you're 

choosing. Fortunately, with the home-study program, 

you can progress as fast as you wish/can. 

 Cross-certification is designed for qualified 

black belt who want to teach Budoshin JJ. However, 

going through the belt ranks will give you a much 

stronger base. 

 

Q: So the 2022 curriculum techniques covered in 

the panther videos you have online currently? 

Do I need to supplement other sources of materi-

al for the new 2022 curriculum? 071322 

A: The curriculum remains the same in the 2022 

Student Handbook. I just managed to edit/condense 

out 6-8 pages of duplication. The Black Belt Home 

Study 8-dvd/mp4 video series should cover all that’s 

in the handbooks. There are also cross-references 

to various pages of various books I’ve written for ad-

ditional reference and variations of techniques.  

 You do need to be aware of the logic behind 

the structure of the home study videos so they can 

be of maximum use to you in terms of your personal 

knowledge and giving you a strong instructional 

base as a sensei. So here goes.  

 You’ll notice that every belt test is divided 

into two performance sections, kata [where I ask for 

specific techniques] and waza [where you’re asked 

to respond to a street attack with any traditional jujit-

su technique you’ve learned]. In most cases, all of 

the techniques you’ve learned for the kata portion 

can also be used for the waza portion of the test. 

 However, in each video I chose to teach ad-

ditional techniques/variations for the waza portion of 

the test. So, in actuality, more techniques are pre-

sented in each video than are required to “get by”/

pass any belt test. This also means that you are 

learning more than the minimal number of tech-

niques required to pass any particular belt test. 

 Why did I take this approach? Two reasons: 

1] I wanted to present as many techniques as possi-

ble on each video to help you develop the widest 

technical base possible, and 2] I figured I’d only get 

one chance to make a video series like this and 

wanted to present as much of the art as possible. 

 So, you really have choice and opportunity in 

however you choose to earn belts in the art. You can 

get by just by using the kata techniques again in the 

waza portion of any test, or you can build a stronger 

technical base by learning all of the techniques on a 

particular video thus giving you more choices of 

what to do in the waza section of any test. 

 Hope I’m not confusing you. Again, please 

give me a call if you have any questions about this. 

 As far as supplementary materials are con-

cerned, if you plan to successfully teach the art I en-

courage you to get as many of my books as you 

can. Not only do the books contain additional tech-

niques and variations, but they’ll provide you with a 

lot of the theory behind techniques which most good 

jujitsu sensei have. Students will ask questions and 

you should be able to answer them competently. 

There’s also all the technical & fine-tuning helps on 

https://budoshin.com/training-testing/technical-

helps/ . 

 I know this is a ton of stuff but take your time 

assimilating it and it won’t seem overwhelming. 

 Please get back to me if anything here 

doesn’t make sense to you. 

  

https://budoshin.com/training-testing/technical-helps/
https://budoshin.com/training-testing/technical-helps/

